
Take Home Exam for Computational Modeling and Simulation  (pages 1–3 – this is only part 1 of the exam). 

See http://www.cs.uni.edu/~jacobson/025/f10/f/FlockingFall2011.html - List Item #3 for these Creative Cow (CC1 to 
CC6) six questions.  Note: See List Item #4 for CC7 through CC11 questions. 

How to model a bird flying using Adobe Illustrator and Adobe After Effects. Creative Cow 07:52 long video: 
bird_flock1/video-tutorial 

CC1.  What are the two layers that make up the bird model?   This is a fill in the blank. 
         
              
      ____________________________________ and ________________________________________ 
 
CC2.   At about 01:48 the tutorial speaker says: 
       
       "Next, lets get this wing set up so we can have it  
 
 ____________________________  ___________________________."  
              (This is a Fill in the two blanks question). 
          
          
CC3.  Why does the tutorial teacher type the letter A at 02:05 into the video tutorial?  
      (Watch 01:48 to 02:50)  What property is revealed?   
                               
 
            
        _______________________________________   _______________________________________ 
         
CC4.  What problem did he demonstrate when rotating the wing that was the occasion  
      for the need to expose and change the property (revealed by letter A shortcut) 
      to more effectively model a flying bird?   
   (This is a short answer question, NOT a fill in the blanks). 
         
 
   
 
CC5.  Which rotation for the wing does the tutorial teacher change?   
 (This is a multiple choice question). 
   
         a. X rotation       or         b. Y rotation         or         c. Z rotation 
                
      Circle the best answer.  3D Graphics uses X, Y and Z to match Red, Green and Blue. 
                                                 
      X Y Z rhymes with R G B and R G and B are one letter acronyms  
                                    for the three one syllable words red, green and blue. 
              
    
CC6.  "Let’s also change all of the keyframes from __________________________ keyframes 
       to  
       
      ______________________   keyframes." 
    
          
      "This will cause the wing motion to ______________   _______   and   
 
      ____________    
        
       of the most extreme parts of the motion, as they would do in real life." 
 
 The above 5 blanks can be filled in with 5 words that you will learn  
         as you watch the video from 04:08 to 04:32, which is only 24 or 25 seconds 
         of the entire video tutorial.  This CC6 question is a 5 part Fill in the Blank question. 
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Video: Creating a Flock of Birds - Part 2 - You need to only watch 02:00 to 02:25 for 
background, and then closely watch from 02:25 to 02:41 to answer the following FILL IN 
THE BLANKs question.  Note: See List Item #4 for CC7 through CC11 questions. 
 
Creative Cow fill in the blank questions 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11,  
      i.e. ----> CC7, CC8, CC9, CC10 and CC11. 
 
CC7. One time per __________________________________ wiggle the layer  
             
             
CC8.         up to ________   
    
CC9.                    _________________________ off its current location on every axis. 
             
 
 
CC10. So our first number is a ______________________ of wiggle,  
    
 
    
CC11.         and our second number is the ____________________ of wiggle. 
 
 

VIP: Netlogo Models Library: Sample Models/Biology category: Flocking Model. Start up 
your NetLogo and play with the Flocking model. Try it out. Run lots of simulations. Read 
about it. Modify it. 
 
NL1: What three rules do the birds follow in the Netlogo BIRDS model?  (Interface, 
Information, Procedures) - you want the INFORMATION tab) 
 
        
  ________________________________________  and 
 
 
     __________________________________________  and 
  
  
      ______________________________________ 
        
 
NL2:  For each one of the three words you found and filled in the blanks with 
        for question NL1 above, look up the definition of that word in a dictionary and 
        write down the dictionary definition and derivation information about the word, 
        the term for the FLOCKING rule. 
         
        Term 1 dictionary definition/derivation: 
         
   
       
         
        Term 2 dictionary definition/derivation: 
         
         
 
         
         
        Term 3 dictionary definition/derivation:   
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NL3:  Play around with the FLOCKING MODEL settings until you are able to get the birds  
      to follow each other in single file flocks.  Explain how you were able to achieve  
      this result (i.e. what settings you had to change to what values).   
      Explain why this makes sense for the model in term of the rule or rules above? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NL4: i.  Setup, then GO with the FLOCKING model having VISION set to 0.  
         What results with VISION set to 0?  
             (Note: The birds are blind and cannot see each other at all). 
 
 
    ii.  Setup, then GO with Flocking model VISION slider set to 10.    
         Describe what happens as the simulation runs? 
 
 
 
   iii.  Do NOT click the SETUP button after doing ii. step above here.   
         After the birds have had time enough and settled into a pattern with the 
       VISION slider set to 10, adjust the SLIDER down to vision = 0 again. 
 
         Describe what you see that is different as you compare and contrast  
         The NL4.i. experiment with NL4.iii. experiment?  HOW is it different  
         when vision = 0 right before SETUP and vision = 0 right after vision = 10 
         has done its work and we change the SLIDER VISION to vision = 0 without doing 
         the SETUP.  
 
 
 
         Explain WHY it is a different flight pattern, even though both of these 
         Situations have VISION = 0?  Explain the difference between NL4.i. and NL4.iii. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is important to have the NETLOGO Flocking settings at 
their defaults for the NL4.i., NL4.ii. and NL4.iii. experiments and questions. 


